
cTOPconsult Super VCO, main building blocks explained 

 

Triangle up/down-integrator used in Main VCO and two Modulating VCOs: 

 

Note that this circuit will not have any reverse going spikes when the integrator shifts direction. The capacitor is 
selected for best temperature coefficient, and two 4066 switches are used to get even lower ON-resistance. The 
op-amps are MCP6024 with +/- 2.5V supply, and the 4066 has +/- 7.5V supply. All resistors are matched. The 
resistor in brackets is only used when input op-amp is supplied with +/-12V, e.g. the modulation VCOs. 

  

 

Hysteresis comparator used in Main VCO and two Modulating VCOs: 

 

The MCP6024 is super for this task, since +/- saturation voltage of output is very well defined, both symmetrical 
and very low value. Also the slew rate is high, delay is low, and the inputs can be pulled wide apart. The +/- 2.5V 
supply is very stable and built around a REF192 reference. 

 



 

Double frequency saw-tooth generator used in Main VCO: 

 

This circuit simply reverses the positive going flank of the triangle. The output saw-tooth waveform is later 
inverted to form a ramp for the output. 

  

 

 

Ramp generator used in Main VCO: 

 

This circuit scales and shifts the double frequency saw-tooth up and down every half cycle of the main frequency 
and in this way creates one ramp out of two ramps. All resistors are carefully matched. 

 



 

Sine shaper used in Main VCO: 

 

Note how the commonly used (Serge-) FET-shaper is slightly changed to be completely symmetrical, current 
driven, and feeds current directly into the op-amp virtual ground. The circuit takes advantage of the very stable 
amplitude and linearity of the triangle wave from the Main VCO. A selected N-FET (BF/J245C) with high VGS is 
used. In the modulating VCOs the normal “voltage-version” of this circuit is used. 

 

 

Voltage controlled amplifier used in two Modulating VCOs: 

 

Note the really cool current source feeding the programming pin on the OTA. The source can obtain positive and 
high impedance (100k) control inputs due to the PNP-transistor emitter-current-split between one low value 
resistor to ground and another higher value resistor to the virtual ground. 



 

Jack-socket attenuation: 

 

This little trick is used where envelopes/modulators-outputs are internally connected to VCO-inputs. Several 
possibilities exist: With no plug in output, the signal is going directly to input. With plug in output, the signal is 
attenuated 1:10 to input, and the output signal can also be used elsewhere. With a plug in input, output is 
disconnected, and input must come from elsewhere. Small isolating plugs are always placed in the sockets, and 
act as circuit breakers. 

 

 

Linear to exponential converter: 

 

THAT2890 is actually a VCA with exponential gain control. Here it is used as a converter, where the input is a 
fixed value, and the gain control is the actual input. The dynamic range is 90 dB. Note that input and output 
voltages are negative, since this circuit is inserted between input-sum-op-amp and integrator in the Main-VCO 
and in the FM-VCO. The THAT circuit is expensive but really stable and fast! 

  

  

  

 


